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About This Game
Your beautiful planet has been invaded by alien invaders. Use the mighty power of the ancients and repel the attack of enemy
creatures!
The goal of the game is to protect the teleport to prevent the invasion of the planet’s core. With the help of various towers you
will be able to defeat the invaders and delay their attack. Good luck!!
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Title: Sunset Planet
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
So Dank Studio
Publisher:
So Dank Studio
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD FX4300
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX 560 or R7 260
Storage: 2200 MB available space
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you should buy this game if you like classic platformers also it gives you something to do if you're bored.. I would recommend
this game to most classic gaming fans. It is a very accessible shmup, difficulty wise, and easy to play. But the same features are
big detractors for some gamers who don't like simple games.
Read my full review on Budget Gaming Review.[www.budgetgamingreview.com]. not worth it for its asking price but when it
goes on sale I can totally recommend you pick it up!
super easy to get into and really fun with friends. A peak of the future of immersive movies. The mirror and rain drop effects
were the best I have experienced in any VR "movie". Only wish it were longer and made use of hand controllers. Cannot use it.
It did not install properly. I tried to get a refund but was told that I had used it for too many hours! Bummer. I wish they would
let me delete and re-install.. Thick and short: (well not quite so thick but anyway)
+It has a fast development (maybe a bit too fast)
+A decent character design
+-OK (just barely) story
+Female protagonist has a dirty mind
+No tsundere faceslaps every time she sees the MC
-Weird protagonist, just kill that guy already
-I said 'OK story', but the story is way too fast paced
-What is up with this cliche 'parents are oversees and I'm home alone' thing
Overall a decent game. wish there was a "mixed feeling about this game" option :\/
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short lil puzzle game, funky music, a good time. Loved this game! Not nearly as spooky as the others, but the game areea was
huge, and there were many games/tasks along the way. Though this game had more games than usual, they weren't necessarily
the best. Overall, a bit tedious. Fun, nevertheless. Still, I prefer Captive Curse.. Unusual looks, interesting driving style and
fantastic sound set. Runs beautifully. Highly recommended.. Good game. Feels like a boys own Adventure or something of that
nature. It has logical puzzles and a fun story. A really nice game. An Adventure game that feels like you are going on an
Adventure.. great game its fun to mess around with. Don't buy this kids. It kinda sucks. But still.. I do suggest you get wild wolf
(Though wild wolf has a lot of bugs to fix) Also I think if you bought this game get a refund bois. Tbh It's not that bad though I
still don't like it. They should get their own models (If they stole them or they were the ones who created this model in the first
place they don't) But if they didn't steal them just makes new models.. A good game to remember your childhood.
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